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A long awaited wish that a cultural center must be started at Satprakashan

Sanchar Kendra, Indore has been fulfilled on August 17, 2014 when Fr.

Xavier Thirukudumbam, SVD, the Provincial Superior of India Central (INC)

inaugurated Arnold Kala Kendra during the release of Nrityanjali II, a

collection of devotional dances. The dance videos are aimed at teaching the

devotional dances in the schools, churches and other institutions. Seeing the

demands and popularity of the first part of Nrityanjali, that was released last

year. Satprakashan has taken up the task to continue the series of devotional

dances in various styles of dances for the purpose of learning in the form of

Nrityanjali. Arnold Kala Kendra will be offering courses on various

performing art forms such as dance, music and instruments. Together with

teaching Satprakashan also will provide a platform for performing these art

forms to encourage the talents of youth and children. AKK at presently offers

classes on contemporary dance, Keyboard and Guitar. AKK is the new

addition to the services offered by Satprakashan. It has been serving the

country specially the Hindi region in the field of Audio/video training,

production, circulation and publications. Satprakashan also has produced a

film 'Christayan' on life of Christ with Indian concept.

Media Max, a one day seminar on introduction to media to the youth of Indore diocese was organized on August 17,

2014 at Satprakashan Sanchar Kendra, Indore. The participants from various parishes and religious houses were given

a chance to know about the various types of media and about their prospects in these media fields. The seminar in

particular dealt with print, audio and visual media as they play a great role in the lives of people. The resource persons

were Fr. John Paul SVD, Fr. Lawrence SVD, Fr. Herman Bandod SVD and Sumit Dhanraj, who spoke about media in

general, on print, audio/radio and video respectively. Satprakashan has planned to continue this course on media for

various groups, such as for parents, seminarians, school children and teachers. Besides this the center will also

organize advance courses in various fields to sustain and develop the encourage the interested individuals.
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